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Let S be a smooth projective curve and DS its sheaf of differential operators. This
paper classifies the rank one torsion-free DS-modules up to isomorphism. Such a
module E has a degree which depends on the homological properties of E. Further-
more, the set of isomorphism classes with fixed degree d, say, bijects to
 Jd+$(X )(X ),
the set of points of the limit of compactified Jacobians of curves with injective
normalization ?: S  X. Here, if F is a rank one torsion-free OX -module (of
degree d+$(X )) representing the point of the limit corresponding to a torsion-free
DS-module E then E$DOS , F the sheaf of differential operators from OS to F. As
an application, we classify the domains Morita equivalent to D(P1). We also study
D(F), the ring of globally defined differential operators on a rank one torsion-free
sheaf over a curve with injective normalization P1  X. It is shown that the finite-
dimensional simple D(F)-modules are precisely Hi (X, F), when they are non-zero,
and that the (non)vanishing of H i (X, F) determines the Morita equivalence class
of D(F).  1998 Academic Press
Key Words: D-modules; differential operators; left ideals; Jacobians; curves;
torsion-free modules.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let S be a smooth projective curve over k, an algebraically closed field
of characteristic zero. Let DS denote the sheaf of differential operators
on S. In this paper we classify the torsion-free DS-modules of rank one.
We show that such a module E has an integer-valued invariant of its
isomorphism class, called the degree of E, and that the isomorphism classes
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of modules with fixed degree d are parametrized by a certain limit of com-
pactified Jacobians. In detail, we consider the directed system of ?: S  X
finite, birational and injective and the required limit is
 Jd+$(X )(X ),
where Jd+$(X )(X ) denotes the compactified Jacobian of X, parametrizing
isomorphism classes of rank one torsion-free sheaves of OS -modules with
degree d+$(X ). In 1.9 we prove
Theorem A. There is a bijection from  Jd+$(X )(X ) to the set of
isomorphism classes of torsion-free rank one right DS-modules of degree d
given by (F) [ (DOS , F) .
Here, DOS , F denotes the sheaf of coherent right DS-modules with
sections
[ # D(K(S)):  } OS(U)F(?U)]
on an open affine subset U of S.
This description is particularly useful because if E is a torsion-free right
DS-module of rank one the numerical invariants dimk Ext iDS(HomDS
(E, DS), OS) of E can be computed as hi (F), where (F) is the point in the
limit of compactified Jacobians corresponding to the isomorphism class
of E.
When one further specialises to S=P1, in which case one can make use
of the BeilinsonBernstein theorem, the above results yield a similar
classification of left ideals of the ring of globally defined differential
operators D(P1) (see 2.2). Again, a non-zero left ideal E of D(P1) has an
integer-valued degree which is constant on the isomorphism class of E.
Theorem B. There is a bijection from  Jd+$(X )(X ) to the set of
isomorphism classes of non-zero left ideals of D(P1) of degree d given by
(F) [ (D(F, OP1)) . Further, if E is a non-zero left ideal of D(P1), with
(F) the point of the limit corresponding to the isomorphism class of E,
then:
(a) E is a generator if and only if h0(F){0.
(b) E is projective if and only if h1(F)=0.
Here, D(F, OP1) denotes the global sections of the sheaf of differential
operators from F to OP1 .
This enables the proof of a conjecture of [5, 9.9], in 2.6, 2.9.
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Theorem C. Let F and F$ be rank one torsion-free sheaves on curves
X and X$ with injective normalization P1.
(a) Suppose that Hi (X, F){0 if and only if Hi (X$, F$){0, for
i=0, 1. Then D(F) is Morita equivalent to D(F$).
(b) Whenever Hi (X, F) is non-zero it is a simple D(F)-module.
We are also able to classify, in 2.10, the domains Morita equivalent
to D(P1).
Theorem D. A domain T is Morita equivalent to D(P1) if and only if T
is isomorphic to D(F), the ring of globally defined operators on a rank one
torsion-free sheaf F over a curve with injective normalization P1 and such
that h0(F){0 and h1(F)=0.
1. TORSION-FREE DS-MODULES OF RANK ONE
1.1 Denote by K the function field of S and by KS the constant sheaf
with sections K. Denote by U(S) the category with objects the birational,
finite, injective morphisms ?: S  X. A morphism in this category
(?: S  X )  (?$: S  X$) is a birational morphism of varieties \: X  X$
such that ?$=\?. Note that this category is directed if we define
?: S  X?$: S  X$ whenever we have a morphism (S  X )  (S  X$).
For, if !: S  X and ?: S  Y are in U(S) then !, ?\: S  Z, if we define
the local rings of Z to be pull-backs
OZ, \(s) ww OX, !(s)
OY, ?(s) ww K.
It is convenient to replace U(S) by a small equivalent subcategory. To do
this take the objects of the subcategory in bijection to those sheaves of
k-subalgebras O of OS which contain a non-zero coherent ideal of OS and
for which Spec OS(U)  Spec O(U) is injective, for each open affine subset
U of S. The corresponding object ?: S  X satisfies ?
*
O=OX .
It is often useful, notationally, to identify X with S and ? with the iden-
tity as this allows us to omit many superfluous ?&1’s and ?
*
’s. However,
if the extra precision of maintaining the distinction between X and S is
helpful we do so.
1.2. If ?: S  X is in U(S) we denote by TF(?) the set of non-zero
coherent subsheaves of KX and by TFI(?) the set of isomorphism classes
of such objects. Note that TF(?) is a lattice. If ??$ there is a natural map
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TF(?)  TF(?$) defined as follows. By definition, we can factor ?$=\?.
Now the map we want is \
*
. This also induces maps TFI(?)  TFI(?$). It
follows that we can form the direct limits
TFLim(S)= 
? # U(S)
TF(?)
and
TFILim(S)= 
? # U(S)
TFI(?).
Note that TFLim(S) is a lattice.
1.3. We need to introduce some notation. Denote the ring of k-linear
differential operators on K by D(K). By definition, D(K) is the k-sub-
algebra of Endk K generated by K (acting by multiplication) and by the
k-linear derivations of K. If  # D(K) and f # K we write  } f for the evalua-
tion of the operator  at f. This should be contrasted with f which denotes
the element of D(K) given by composing  and multiplication by f. If A
and B are subsets of K we denote the vector space of differential operators
from A to B by D(A, B). By definition,
D(A, B)=[ # D(K):  } AB].
It is convenient to use the simpler notation D(A) for D(A, A). Note that,
by composing operators D(A, B) is a D(B)&D(A)-bimodule.
Let ?: S  X and ?$: S  X$ be in U(S). If F is in TF(?) and F$ is in
TF(?$) we denote by DF, F$ the sheaf with sections D(F(?U), F$(?$U)) on
an open affine subset U of S. To simplify notation somewhat we write
DF for DF, F and DX for DOX, OX . Note that DF, F$ is a sheaf of DF$&DF
bimodules. We denote the global sections of this sheaf by D(F, F$).
Again, we admit the simplified notation D(F) :=D(F, F) and D(X ) :=
D(OX , OX). Note that D(F, F$) is a D(F$)&D(F) bimodule.
We shall be especially concerned with DOS, F . It is a non-zero coherent
right DS -submodule of the constant sheaf DKS (with sections D(K) on every
non-empty open set) and has generic stalk D(K).
1.4. Before proving the correspondence theorem we prove a lemma that
gives an equivalent characterization of the primary decomposable sub-
spaces of [2]. The notation used in the statement and proof of the lemma
is defined in that paper. The lemma is due to S. C. Turner. For the con-
venience of the reader we reproduce the argument from Turner’s thesis
here.
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Lemma. Let R be a Dedekind domain that is a finitely generated
k-algebra. Let V be a subspace of R which contains a non-zero ideal of R.
Then V is primary decomposable if and only if Spec R  Spec D0(V) is
injective.
Proof. Let T=D0(V) :=[q # Frac R: qVV].
Suppose that V is primary decomposable. Now, for m a maximal ideal
of R we have T(m) V(m)V(m). Thus,
T,
m
T(m),
m
D0(V(m))T,
as required to show that T is primary decomposable. It follows from [2,
2.16] that Spec R  Spec T is injective.
On the other hand, suppose that Spec R  Spec T is injective. Now, for
some 0{q # K, we have that qV is an ideal of T. By [2, 2.15], V is primary
decomposable if and only if qV is and so we may suppose that V is an ideal
of T. Now, if m is a maximal ideal of R, consider Vm=R & (VTm & T).
Clearly, V=m Vm and also Vm is m-primary. Thus, by definition, V is
primary decomposable.
Given E a coherent sheaf of right DS-submodules of DKS with generic
stalk D(K) define E } OS to be the subsheaf of KS whose sections on an open
affine subset U of S are defined by
(E } OS)(U)=E(U) } OS(U).
1.5. Correspondence Theorem. The maps F [ DOS, F and E [ E } OS
induce mutually inverse lattice isomorphisms between TFLim(S) and the
lattice of coherent right DS -submodules of DKS with generic stalk D(K).
Proof. If U is an open affine subset of S then the local results of [2,
3.7], together with the lemma, show that E(U)=D(O(U), F$(U)), for the
subspace F$(U)=E(U) } O(U) of K. Now, F$ is a sheaf on S, and
O$=D0F$ is a sheaf of k-subalgebras of OS . Thus, by the lemma, we have
?: S  X in U(S) so that ?
*
O$=OX and F=?*F$ is in TF(?). Now, by
definition, E } OS=F. Thus, to complete the proof it is necessary to show
that DOS, G=DOS, H if and only if G and H become equal in TFLim(S).
This is clear from [2, 3.7].
1.6. A coherent sheaf E of DS-modules is said to be torsion-free of rank
one if E(U) is a torsion-free DS(U)-module of rank one, for all open affine
subsets U of S.
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Classification Theorem. There is a bijection from TFILim(S) to the
set of isomorphism classes of rank one torsion-free DS-modules. The bijection
is given by (F) [ (DOS, F).
Proof. Let E be a torsion-free DS-module of rank one. Since D(K) is a
PID the sheaf of right DKS -modules EDS DKS is locally, and hence
globally, isomorphic to DKS . It follows that we may replace E by an
isomorphic torsion-free right DS -module which is a subsheaf of DKS and has
generic stalk D(K). By the correspondence theorem we have that
E=DOS , F , for some F # TF(?).
To complete the proof we have to show that DOS , F $DOS , F$ , for
F # TF(?) and F$ # TF(?$) if and only if F and F$ are equal in
TFILim(S). Suppose that there is such an isomorphism. Evidently, since
DOS , F and DOS , F$ are generically equal to D(K) any isomorphism between
them is given by multiplication by a unit of D(K), that is by a non-zero
element f of K. Thus,
DOS , F= fDOS , F$ .
Choose \: S  Y with ?, ?$\ and let \=:?=:$?$ be the corresponding
factorizations. The local results of [2, 3.7] make it clear that on evaluating
at OS one obtains that :*F= f:$*F$. Thus F and F$ are indeed equal inTFILim(S). The converse is obvious.
1.7. This theorem means that we can associate 3 numerical invariants
deg E, e0(E) and e1(E) to a torsion-free DS-module E of rank one. These
invariants are constant on the isomorphism class of E. In detail, choose F
in TF(?) such that E$DOS , F . Then we define
deg E=deg F&$(X ) and ei (E)=dimk Hi (X, F), for i=0, 1.
Recall that $(X )=x # X dimk(OS, ?&1(x) OX, x) and deg F=/(F )&1+
g(S)+$(X ). Thus, our invariants are related by RiemannRoch: e0(E)&
e1(E)=deg E+1& g(S).
1.8. It is natural to wonder whether the invariants above can be
recovered from a torsion-free DS-module E by a more direct method. This
is in fact the case, using the RiemannHilbert solution functor. Indeed one
can even obtain the sheaf F directly. Rather frustratingly though, one can
only obtain F considered as an abstract sheaf of vector spaces on S
without the embedding in KS . Of course, this is enough to compute the
numerical invariants.
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Theorem. Let E be a torsion-free DS-module of rank one. Then
ei=dimk Ext iDS(E*, OS), for i=0, 1,
where E* is the sheaf of left DS -modules HomDS(E, DS).
In particular, if E$DOS , F , for some F in TF(?) then
hi (F)=dimk Ext iDS(E*, OS) for i=0, 1.
Remark. The Ext groups in the statement are to be computed by taking
right derived functors in the category of left DS -modules. In fact, it follows
from a similar argument to [6, Lemma 3.6, p. 187] that one obtains the
same groups if one computes them in the category of left DS-modules
which are quasi-coherent as OS -modules.
Proof. By the classification theorem and the definition of ei we need
only prove the second statement. Now, by [2, 4.11], D*OS , F $DF, OS , a
coherent sheaf of left DS-modules. It is easy to see that
HomDS(DF, OS , OS)$HomDF(DOS , F DS DF, OS , DOS , F DS OS)
$HomDF (DF , F)$F,
where the first and second isomorphisms follows from the local results of
[2, 4.10]. Finally, if M is any coherent, locally projective left DS-module
then (as functors from sheaves of left DS-modules to k-vector spaces)
Exti (M, )$Hi (S, HomDs(M, )).
The result follows.
1.9. We briefly recall some information about compactified Jacobians.
A reference is [7]. Let ?: S  X in U(S). If d is an integer there is a projective
scheme over k, denoted Jd (X ), which is a fine moduli space for torsion-free
sheaves of rank one and degree d on X. Of course, the scheme is independent
of d. Note that the k-valued points of this scheme biject to isomorphism
classes of torsion-free sheaves of rank one and degree d. If \: (?: S  X ) 
(?$: S  X$) is a morphism in U(S), so that ?$=\? then \
*
induces in a
natural way Jd (X )  Jd+$(X$)&$(X )(X$) a morphism of schemes over k. It
follows that for each integer d we may form the direct limit

? # U(S)
Jd+$(X )(X ).
Furthermore, at the level of k-valued points, this object parametrises the
isomorphism classes of torsion-free DS -modules of rank one and degree d.
This proves Theorem A of the introduction.
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2. APPLICATIONS TO D(P1)
2.1. Let us specialise the discussion to the example S=P1. In this case
we have the use of the Beilinson-Bernstein theorem [1]. The functor
1(P1, ) gives an equivalence of categories between the category of
coherent left DP1 -modules and the category of finitely generated left
modules over D(P1). Furthermore, this latter ring is a Noetherian domain
of global dimension two. It has a unique non-zero, proper ideal m and
D(P1)m$k.
2.2 It follows from the above that the isomorphism classes of non-zero
left ideals of D(P1) biject to TFILim(P1). In detail, if E is a non-zero left
ideal of D(P1) then DP1D (P1) E is a coherent sheaf of left ideals and
so (DP1D(P1) E)* is a torsion-free right DP1 -module of rank one. This
evidently gives an injection from the set of isomorphism classes of non-zero
left ideals of D(P1) to TFILim(P1). It is surjective because very fractional
left ideal of D(P1) is isomorphic to a left ideal of D(P1).
Thus, there exists a unique (F) in TFILim(P1) such that E$
D(F, OP1). It follows that deg E=deg F&$(X ) is an invariant of the
isomorphism class of E. Similarly, so are ei (E)=hi (F), for i=0, 1. They
also satisfy ei (E)=dimk Ext iD(P1)(E, k), for i=0, 1.
One can determine when E is projective and when E is a generator in
terms of (F) . First, a word about our conventions concerning fractional
ideals. If D is a fractional left ideal of D(P1) write D* for the right
D(P1)-module HomD(P1)(D, D(P1)) and identify it with the fractional
right ideal [q # Frac D(P1): DqD(P1)]. We also identify EndD(P1) D=
[q # Frac D(P1): DqD]. There are similar conventions for fractional
right ideals. The next result proves Theorem B of the introduction.
Theorem. Let E be a non-zero left ideal of D(P1). Then E$D(F, OP1),
for a unique (F) in TFILim(P1). Furthermore,
(a) E is projective as a left D(P1)-module if and only if h1(F)=0.
(b) We have dimk EmE=h0(F). In particular, D(P1) E is a generator
if and only if h0(F){0.
Proof. We have hi (F)=dimk Ext iD(P1)(E, k), for i=0, 1.
(b) HomD(P1)(E, k) is the k-linear dual of EmE. This proves the first
part of (b).
Now we claim that mE=E if and only if E is not a generator. Firstly,
if mE=E then EE*=mEE* and so EE*=m. On the other hand, by
[5, 1.5] E**E is finite-dimensional. Thus, mE**E and so mE**=mE.
Now, E*, being a reflexive module, must in fact be a projective right
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D(P1)-module, as D(P1) has global dimension two. It follows that if
EE*=m then EE*E**=mE**=mE and EmE.
(a) Certainly, if E is projective we have h1(F)=0. On the other
hand suppose that h1(F)=0. By [5, 1.5], there is a short exact sequence
0  E  E**  kn  0.
Since D(P1) has global dimension two and E** is reflexive, it is projective.
So we must show that n=0. Applying HomD(P1)(  , k) we get a long exact
sequence in Ext that finishes with
Ext1(E, k)  Ext2(kn, k)  0.
Since h1(F)=0 we have Ext1(E, k)=0 and so we can deduce that
Ext2(kn, k)=0. To complete the proof of (a) it is sufficient to prove the
following.
Sublemma. ExtiD(P1)(k, k)$k, if i=0, 2, and is zero otherwise.
Proof. We claim that there is a projective resolution of k
0  D(P1)  D(OP1(&1), OP1)
2  D(P1)  k  0.
This will prove the result. For, h0(OP1(&1))=0 and so (b) applied to
E=D(OP1(&1), OP1) shows that EmE=0. Thus, by the first line of the
proof of (b), we have
Hom(D(OP1(&1), OP1)
2, k)=0,
and computing Exti (k, k) from this resolution, we obtain the required
values: k, 0, k, 0, ....
Let us construct the resolution. Recall from [3, 1.5] that D(O(&2), OP1)
$m as left D(P1)-modules. Thus, we have a short exact sequence:
0  D(OP1(&2), OP1)  D(P
1)  k  0.
By [3, 2.3] there is a short exact sequence
0  D(P1)  D(OP1(&1), OP1)
2  D(OP1(&2), OP1)  0.
This is a projective resolution by [3, 1.5]. Sticking the above short exact
sequences together gives the required resolution of k.
2.3. Suppose that F is in TF(?). Denote by 1F the left D(F)-module
HomD(P1)(F**, k), where F=D(F, OP1).
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Proposition. Let F # TF(?). There exists a short exact sequence of left
D(F)-modules:
0  H1(X, F) w$F 1F  H 0(X, F)  0.
Proof. Write $ for duality of vector spaces and F=D(F, OP1). There is
an exact sequence of D(P1)&D(F) bimodules
0  F  F**  F**F  0.
Thus, when we apply the functor HomD(P1)( , k) we obtain a long exact
sequence of right D(P1)-modules and left D(F)-modules. By Sublemma
2.2 this breaks up into two exact sequences
0  (F**F )$  Hom(F**, k)  Hom(F, k)  0
and
0  Ext1(F, k)  Ext2(F**F, k)$(F**F )$  0.
The first of these two sequences becomes the one in the statement by
using Theorem 1.8 to assert that (FmF )$ H0(X, F) and (using the
second sequence) that (F**F )$$H1(X, F).
2.4. Definition Let F and G be in TFLim(P1). We define
J(F, G)=D(OP1(&1), G) D(F, OP1(&1)).
Note that J(F, G) is a D(G)&D(F) subbimodule of D(F, G). We write
J(F)=J(F, F). It is an ideal of D(F).
Lemma. Let F, G and H be in TFLim(P1). Then
(a) J(F, G) is the unique minimal non-zero D(G)&D(F) sub-
bimodule of D(F, G).
(b) J(G, H) J(F, G)=J(F, H).
Proof. (a) Let F=D(F, OP1), G=D(G, OP1). If A, B are fractional left
ideals of D(P1) we shall make the usual identification of HomD(P1)(A, B)
with [q # Frac D(P1): AqB]. Then, by a similar argument to [5, 3.6] we
have that HomD(P1)(G, F )=D(F, G). In particular, J(F, G){0. Let I be
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a non-zero subbimodule of D(F, G). Now, D(OP1(&1)) is a simple ring
and so
I$D(OP1(&1), G) D(G, OP1(&1)) ID(OP1(&1), F) D(F, OP1(&1))
=J(F, G).
(b) Similar.
2.5. The next result is best stated in category-theoretic terms. One can
make TFLim(P1) into a category if one defines Mor(F, G)=D(F, G).
Consider also the category C of one-subspace systems. That is, C has
objects consisting of a monomorphism i: V0  V1 of finite-dimensional
vector spaces and
MorC ((i: V0  V1), ( j: W0  W1))=[% # Homk(V1 , W1): %i(V0)j(W0)].
Theorem. There is a full covariant functor R: TFLim(P1)  C with
R(F)=$F .
Further, J(F, G)=[% # D(F, G): R%=0].
Proof. Let F and G be in TFLim(P1) and set F=D(F, OP1),
G=D(G, OP1).
Recall that HomD(P1)(G, F )=D(F, G). It follows that D(F, G)
HomD(P1)(G**, F**). Since G** is projective, the natural map
F, G : HomD(P1)(G**, F**)  HomD(P1)(G**mG**, F**mF**)
is surjective. Recall that FmFF**mF**. Let us denote this object of C
by (F). Note that F, G(D(F, G))=MorC ((G), (F)). It follows that
 defines a full contravariant functor TFLim(P1)  C.
Duality defines a contravariant self-equivalence of D of C as follows.
Define D(i: V0  V1)=((V1 iV0)$  V$1) and, if % # HomC ((i: V0  V1),
( j: W0  W1)), let D%: W$1  V$1 be the natural map. Thus combining our
two functors we obtain D: TFLim(P1)  C a full covariant functor. It is
easy to see from the Proposition that D(F) is naturally isomorphic to
H1(X, F) w$F 1F , as required.
A similar argument to the lemma show that J(F, G)=
D(OP1 , G) mD(F, OP1). Since G*=D(OP1 , G), by [5, 3.6], we obtain the
equality J(F, G)=G*mF. On the other hand, if we set L=[% # D(F, G):
R%=0] then
L=[q # Frac D(P1): G**qmF** and GqF].
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Therefore,
J(F, G)=G*mFLG*mF**=G*mF=J(F, G).
2.6. The next result proves (a strengthened version of) [5, Conjecture
9.9(d)].
Theorem. Let F in TF(?). Whenever Hi (X, F) is non-zero it is a
simple D(F)-module. Every finite-dimensional simple D(F)-module is iso-
morphic to one of this form. H0(X, F) and H1(X, F) are non-isomorphic
(when they are non-zero).
Proof. The map D(F)  Endk 1F has image MorC ($F , $F ) and
kernel J(F). Thus, up to isomorphism, the finite-dimensional simple D(F)-
modules are, precisely H1(X, F), if it is non-zero, and 1F $(H1(X, F))
$H0(X, F), if it is non-zero.
2.7. Corollary. Let F, G and H in TFLim(P1). Then
D(G, H) D(F, G)=D(F, H)
if and only if we have hi (F) hi (H){0 O hi (G){0, for i=0, 1, and
h0(F) h1(H){0 O h0(G)+h1(G){0.
Proof. Note that
D(G, H) D(F, G)=D(F, H)
if and only if
RD(G, H) RD(F, G)=RD(F, H).
Now in the obvious notation we have that RD(G, H)RD(F, G)
=\Homk(H
1(G), H1(H))
0
Homk(H0(G), H1(H))
Homk(H0(G), H 0(H))+
_\Homk(H
1(F), H 1(G))
0
Homk(H 0(F), H1(G))
Homk(H0(F), H0(G))+
=\A0
B
C+ ,
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where
A=Homk(H1(G), H 1(H)) Homk(H1(F), H 1(G)),
B=Homk(H1(G), H 1(H)) Homk(H0(F), H 1(G))
+Homk(H 0(G), H1(H)) Homk(H 0(F), H0(G)),
C=Homk(H0(G), H 0(H)) Homk(H0(F), H 0(G)).
On the other hand,
RD(F, H)=\Homk(H
1(F), H 1(H))
0
Homk(H 0(F), H1(H))
Homk(H0(F), H 0(H))+ .
The result follows immediately.
2.8. Definition. Let F and G be in TFLim(P1). We say that F and
G have the same cohomology shape if hi (F)=0 if and only if hi (G)=0,
for i=0, 1. In that case we write F tcoh G. Note that tcoh defines four equiv-
alence classes on TFLim(P1) which are represented by OP1(&2), OP1(&1),
OP1 and OC . Here, C is the plane cubic curve y2z=x3 in P2.
Definition. Suppose that F is in TF(?). Let | denote the dualizing
sheaf on X and let F* denote the rank one torsion-free sheaf Hom(F, |),
which we may identify with an element of TF(?). Note that F**$F and
that hi (F)=h1&i (F*), for i=0, 1. It is shown in [8] that there is an
isomorphism of sheaves of k-algebras DopF $DF* .
2.9. For any F, G in TFLim(P1) there are natural maps
+G, F : D(G, F) D(G) D(F, G)  D(F)
induced by composition of operators. The preceding corollary says when
they are surjective. The maps +F, G and +G, F give a Morita context linking
the rings D(F) and D(G).
The next result completes the proof of (a strengthened version of) [5,
Conjecture 9.9]. Together with Corollary 2.6 it proves Theorem C of the
introduction.
Corollary. Let F and G in TFLim(P1). Then
(a) D(F) is Morita equivalent to D(G) if and only if F tcoh G or
F tcoh OP1 t
coh
G* or F tcoh OP1(&2) t
coh
G*.
(b) The Morita context + gives a Morita equivalence between D(F)
and D(G) if and only if F tcoh G.
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If the equivalent conditions of (b) hold then D(F, G) and D(G, F) are
mutually dual progenerators linking D(F) and D(G).
Proof. (b) Note first that, by Corollary 2.7, +F, G and +G, F are both
surjective if and only if F tcoh G. It is easy to see that +F, G and +G, F are
both surjective if and only if the Morita context gives an equivalence.
Further, in that case, it follows that D(F, G) and D(G, F) are mutually
dual progenerators linking D(F) and D(G).
(a) If D(F) is Morita equivalent to D(G) then both rings have the
same number of isomorphism classes of finite-dimensional simple modules.
It follows from Corollary 2.6 that either (1) F tcoh G or (2) F tcoh G*. Note
that unless G tcoh OP1 or G t
coh
OP1(&2) we will have G t
coh
G* and so be back
in the case of (1).
It remains to show that if F tcoh OP1 t
coh
G* then D(F) is Morita equiv-
alent to D(G). But, in that case, D(F) is Morita equivalent to D(P1)
and D(G) is Morita equivalent to D(OP1(&2)). It is well known that
D(P1)$D(OP1(&2)).
2.10. The next result classifies the domains Morita equivalent to D(F),
for F # TFLim(P1). This proves Theorem D of the introduction.
Corollary. Suppose that T is a domain Morita equivalent to D(F), for
some F # TFLim(P1). Then there exists a G # TFLim(P1) with F tcoh G and
such that T$D(G).
Proof. (a) Suppose that F tcoh OP1 . Now, let T$EndD(P1) P, for a
progenerator P. Thus, the result follows from 2.2.
(b) Suppose that F tcoh OC . Now, T$EndD(C) P, for a progenerator
P. Furthermore, by 2.2, Q=D(OC , OP1) is a non-projective, fractional left
ideal of D(P1), which is a generator, and such that D(C)=EndD(P1) Q. It
is straightforward to show that QP is a non-projective generator and that
EndD(P1) QP=EndD(C) P. Thus the result follows from 2.2.
(c) Suppose that F tcoh OP1(&1). Now, T$EndD(OP1(&1)) P, for a
progenerator P. Furthermore, Q=D(OP1(&1), OP1) is a projective, frac-
tional left ideal of D(P1) with D(OP1(&1))=EndD(P1) Q. One checks easily
that QP is a projective fractional left ideal of D(P1) and that
EndD(P1) QP=EndD(OP1(&1)) P. Thus the result follows from 2.2.
(d) Suppose that F tcoh OP1(&2). By (a) Top$D(G*) with G t
coh
F.
Thus, T$D(G), as needed.
2.11. In this subsection we observe how the properties of the global sec-
tions and localization functors depend on the cohomology shape of F. The
details of the proof are left to the reader. The argument uses 2.2, a similar
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diagram to [5, 3.5.1], and duality. Let us introduce some notation. Let F
in TF(?). The category of left DF -modules which are quasi-coherent as OX -
modules is denoted by DF -mod. Similarly, the category of quasi-coherent
right modules is denoted mod-DF . We have the functor 1(X, ): DF-mod 
D(F)-mod and its adjoint DF  D(F) : D(F)-mod  DF -mod. Similarly,
on the right. The cohomology shape of F determines the properties of the
global sections and localization functors.
Proposition. (a) If h0(F){0 and h1(F)=0 then 1(X, ): DF -mod 
D(F)-mod is an equivalence of categories with inverse DF  D(F) .
(b) If h0(F)=0 and h1(F){0 then 1(X, ): mod-DF  mod-D(F)
is an equivalence of categories with inverse  D(F) DF .
(c) If h0(F){0 and h1(F){0 then DF  D(F) : D(F)-mod 
DF -mod and  D(F) DF : mod-D(F)  mod-DF are exact. Further,
DF  D(F) 1(X, ): DF -mod  DF-mod is naturally isomorphic to the
identity functor and 1(X, ) D(F) DF : mod-DF  mod-DF is naturally
isomorphic to the identity functor.
(d) If h0(F)=0 and h1(F)=0 then 1(X, ): DF -mod  D(F)-mod
is exact and 1(X, DF  D(F)): D(F)-mod  D(F)-mod is naturally
isomorphic to the identity functor.
2.12. We complete the paper by pointing out our results may be
extended to cover twisted differential operators. The interested reader will
easily be able to supply this development and so we will be content with
an extremely brief indication.
A sheaf of twisted differential operators on a smooth projective curve S,
or a tdo, for short, is defined as follows. Consider the category consisting
of injective k-algebra homomorphisms j: OS  A, where A is a sheaf of
k-algebras on S, and with the obvious notion of morphism. For example,
the inclusion OS  DS , is the standard object of this category. A tdo on S
is an object of this category which is locally isomorphic to OS  DS . As
usual, one blurs the distinction between the object OS  A and the algebra
A, referring to both as a tdo. To give a non-trivial example, if L is an
invertible sheaf on S then DL is a tdo on S.
It is not difficult to see that after forming suitably twisted versions of
TFLim(S) that all the results of Section 1 can be reformulated to cover this
more general case. One reason for making such a modification is as follows.
Every minimal primitive factor of U(sl2) is isomorphic to the ring of global
sections of a tdo on P1 (see [1]). Thus, after extending suitably the results
of Section 2 to the case of tdo’s, one obtains a description of the domains
which are Morita equivalent to the minimal primitive factors of U(sl2).
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